
                   
 

   

SS17 

Date :  22.01.2017 
Day : 4 Flash N° : 60 
Special stage :  LA BOLLENE-VESUBIE – PEIRA CAVA Distance : 21,36 km 
Weather : Snow 2° 
Road conditions :  Dry at the start, then snow 
 

 

 
 1. OGIER / INGRASSIA  
« To win with @MSportLtd at the 1st race after 1 month of preparation is amazing! Thank you so much to 
the team, you deserve this victory. »  
 
2. TANAK / JARVEOJA 
« You know, it was tough work. Until today we did everything... I have to go... »  
 
3. EVANS / BARRITT 
« This was rallying at its cruelest - our snow tyres were in the boot and not in the car! We were like Bambi on 
ice. Tricky. Okay, on Friday I didn't think the rally would be as good as this - so much was new. Everything 
has come together so, so quickly. »  
 
5. NEUVILLE / GILSOUL 
« I pushed very hard on those tricky conditions. Hopefully it's a good time. »  
 
6. SORDO / MARTI 
« That stage was unbelievable. It was a dreadful rally for me but I'm pleased to take some important points 
for Hyundai. »  
 
8. LEFEBVRE / MOREAU 
« Really difficult with the soft tyre. It was very slippery at the finish. After the Col it was horrible. It was a 
difficult week for us, okay one fastest time this morning, but for this rally it was more important to take 
experience of the car. »  
 
10. LATVALA / ANTTILA 
« It's amazing. First time on a rally and to finish second is amazing. I'm really grateful to the team. They have 
done a fantastic effort and really deserve it. And I'm in a rally car made in Finland too! »  
 
11. HANNINEN / LINDSTROM 
« It was really tricky, I had snow tyres but in some places it was icy, and it was hard to see where exactly. 
Not an easy stage if you need to push. A lot of positives to take from the rally. The team has done some 
great work. »  
 
12. BREEN / MARTIN 
« That was unbelievable. So slippery I could barely get stopped at the stop line, horrific conditions. It's been 
quite a good weekend. We've done some really good speed when the conditions were tricky. Bring on 
Sweden! »  
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/MSportLtd

